Library Guide

Using Expanded Academic ASAP

Expanded Academic ASAP contains articles from more than 1,500 full-text scholarly, trade and general interest publications, plus indexing and abstracts from an additional 1,200+ titles. It is a multi-purpose database that includes core titles in every major academic concentration as well as publications with national news coverage and commentary. More than 1,400 of the journals are refereed; 20 years of coverage are included.

Expanded Academic is available on and off the campus. Off campus access requires the use of a valid Keystone Logon and by linking to the Miller Library’s website→Finding Articles & Databases→Expanded Academic ASAP.

This database is especially useful if you are searching for scholarly & non-scholarly resources, and it does offer a number of search options from Basic Search to Advanced Search.

Making a Basic Search using Expanded Academic ASAP:

Sample topic: Let's say you are interested in the topic:

*Keyword

is the default search setting, which can be changed to Subject

or Entire document as well.

Before starting the search, click More search options.
More search options
Can limited searches to:
- full-text
- peer-reviewed
- documents with images
- or all three.

Once the More search options are made, click on Search.

Articles matching the topic search terms will appear.

Number of available articles show, and the most recent article by date will appear first.

To view an article click on the title.

An article can be printed as a regular (html) document, or as a PDF document, Saved, or E-mailed directly to your e-mail address.